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Abstract
One of the key objectives of the connector industry for the past years has been to reduce the insertion friction forces of 
detachable electrical connections, where the majority of approaches combine a particular connector design with the usage 
of lubricants. The necessity for a solution that uses less contact force to maintain a lasting electrically conductive connection 
without sacrificing the mechanical robustness of the connection during use is a significant challenge in this situation. The 
approach in this work is to create surfaces supporting asymmetric friction, meaning lower insertion than removal forces. 
By Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP), asymmetric saw-tooth structures with different structural inclinations and 
periodicities were generated on Sn-coated Cu plates. It is determined that topographical interlocking is the primary operating 
mechanism providing the required anisotropy. Multiple insertion/removal cycles were simulated on the tailored surfaces to 
tribologically characterize them and to determine the evolution of the electrical contact resistance at the end of each insertion 
motion. The vast majority of the generated structures showed an improvement compared to the reference state, with lower 
insertion and higher removal forces while the electrical behavior is not significantly impacted. 
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1 Introduction

Friction anisotropy, the phenomenon of generating motion 
in a favored direction facilitated by the asymmetrical nature 
of a surface, is a prevalent characteristic observed in many 
biological systems. In their study, Ma et al. [1] investigated 
the friction anisotropy present in wheat awns, which exhibit 
a high degree of this characteristic due to the presence of 
oriented thorns on their surface. Inspired by these findings, 
3D printed polymer structures with similar surfaces were 
fabricated and subjected to further investigation to determine 
the underlying stick–slip mechanism. Hazel et al. [2] also 
explored the role of friction anisotropy in biological systems, 
examining skin samples from three different snake species 

and observing the presence of fibers with asymmetrically 
shaped ends, leading to low friction in one direction and 
higher friction in the opposite direction, contributing to the 
snakes' locomotion mechanism. In other report, Tramsen 
et al. [3] fabricated different anisotropic structures, drawing 
inspiration from biological systems, and conducted investi-
gations on the effects of feature size, aspect ratio, material 
stiffness, and roughness of non-structured counter-bodies 
during unlubricated sliding. The authors emphasized the 
intricate nature of friction behavior, which is influenced by 
the aforementioned factors and their interplay.

By drawing inspiration from these natural strategies, it 
is possible to develop approaches to create friction anisot-
ropy in technical systems via inclined structures. The use of 
these structures is based on the concept of directional force 
decomposition. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation 
of the insertion and removal processes in a sliding system, 
with the movement direction indicated by dotted-line arrows. 
The solid-line arrows depict the normal forces exerted onto 
the structural maxima, which are related to the insertion 
and normal forces through the flank inclination angle. As 
the inclination angles decrease, the structural asymmetry 
increases, leading to an expected increase in the disparity 
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between the forces during insertion and removal. This 
hypothesis is in good agreement with the findings reported 
in [4] for single-cycle dry sliding.

An application field that would benefit from this is elec-
trical connectivity in automotive systems, where low fric-
tion during insertion and higher friction at the operational 
position to prevent disconnection are required. This has been 
highlighted in a technical report by the German Electrical 
and Electronic Manufacturers' Association, which addressed 
the failure causes of electrical connectors in automotive on-
board power supply components [5]. There, the disconnec-
tion of connectors is underlined as the most critical system-
atic reason for failure, causing 50% of total failures with 
increasing tendency during the first 3 years of operation to 
almost 60%.

On the other hand, low friction during insertion decreases 
the force needed for contacting, so that more connections 
for the same socket are possible without raising the overall 
force needed. This is a very useful feature, considering the 
further electrification and the increasing complexity of the 
electronic systems in passenger cars. Common approaches 
for these two issues are mechanical locking of the housing 
to prevent unwanted disconnection or lubricants for lower 
insertion forces [6]. However, a surface structure creating 
friction anisotropy could address both problems at once.

Notably, the role of roughness is of particular importance 
in connector applications due to its inherent variability in 
technical materials, requiring consideration during practi-
cal implementation. Additionally, the commonly employed 
Cu-Sn material combination gives rise to the formation 
of intermetallic phases (IMP), characterized by a stiffness 
approximately 3 times greater than that of Sn (Young's mod-
ulus: Sn: 46.9 GPa,  Cu6Sn5: 112.3 GPa,  Cu3Sn: 134.2 GPa) 
[7]. Considering the wear of Sn during the connector's lifes-
pan, it becomes possible for the intermetallic compound to 
emerge at the surface and influence both the tribological and 
electrical behavior. This aspect also requires careful consid-
eration in the design of the system.

Direct Laser Interference Pattering (DLIP) is a suit-
able technology to apply periodic structures to surfaces 
of a wide variety of materials [8–10]. Their influence on 
the tribological behavior has been broadly investigated 
in recent times, where a reduction of the coefficient of 

friction (COF) was frequently observed [11–13]. The 
surface structures reduce the real contact area, due to 
outstanding asperities which predominantly contact the 
counter-body and since [14] the friction force is directly 
proportional to the real contact area (as defined by Bowden 
and Tabor [14]), this derives into a reduction of the fric-
tion force. However, the friction force is reduced in both 
directions since it is a symmetric effect. To create an 
asymmetrical effect, the surface pattern needs to be asym-
metric. Voisiat et al. [15] created saw-tooth-like surface on 
stainless steel by tilting the sample and structuring it using 
DLIP, whereas Alamri et al. [16] used a similar setup to 
structure polymer foils, obtaining well defined periodic 
structures.

In a previous study [4], this methodology was employed 
to generate inclined laser structures on Sn-coated Cu 
plates, which was already mentioned, are widely used 
as connector materials. By using a rotational stage, the 
samples were tilted at predetermined angles (i.e., 15°, 
30°, and 45°), followed by irradiation with a picosecond 
pulsed laser beam. The varying tilt angles resulted in the 
formation of asymmetric flanks in the inclined structures. 
Subsequently, these structures were thoroughly character-
ized, and their tribo-electrical behavior was investigated 
to analyze their performance during the initial insertion 
and removal cycles. The findings revealed that most of 
the samples exhibited the predicted asymmetric behav-
ior, with a lower coefficient of friction (COF) observed 
during insertion compared to removal. Particularly, the 
15° inclination regularly outperformed the reference state 
and demonstrated the most favorable overall performance 
considering the parameters examined. This is associated to 
the fact that a 15° inclination results in steeper flanks that 
favor interlocking between the contacting bodies. How-
ever, it is important to note that only the first insertion and 
removal cycles were studied in this investigation.

In this study, we present an approach aimed at eluci-
dating the impact of asymmetric structures on friction 
phenomena for multi-cycle testing. To gain a more com-
prehensive understanding of these mechanisms over an 
extended duration, we reproduce similar structures as 
described in the previous study [4] and investigate the tri-
bological and electrical behavior at the interface across a 
larger number of insertion/removal cycles.

Fig. 1  Schematic representa-
tion of the forces indicated by 
solid-line arrows on the maxima 
of inclined structures during the 
insertion and removal processes. 
The dotted-line arrows depict 
the direction of movement
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2  Materials and Methods

2.1  Test Specimens

Hot-dipped tinned Cu platelets, as-received and aged, 
were investigated (Fig. 2a and b, respectively). No spe-
cific protocol was followed to achieve ageing. The mate-
rial was stored under ambient conditions for approxi-
mately two years without any heat treatment. The main 
difference between both sample types is the fraction of 
intermetallic phases (IMP) formed. The IMP closer to the 
substrate is  Cu3Sn (ε) and the one closer to the Sn topcoat 
is  Cu6Sn5 (η). These phases are formed immediately after 
the deposition process and grow due to aging [17]. In 
Table 1, the resistivities of the pure metals and the IMPs 
are given. In the as-received state, the Sn top layer has 
a thickness between 1.5 µm and 4.1 µm, whereas in the 
aged state, the IMP growth results in 0.5 µm Sn in the 
uppermost layer. The total thickness (Sn + IMP) was in all 
cases (3 ± 2) µm. The plates were obtained from stripes 
that were cut into (15 × 30)  mm2 pieces and cleaned in an 
ultrasonic bath with acetone and isopropanol for 5 min 
in each solvent.

2.2  Surface Structuring of the Specimens

Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) was chosen as 
the structuring method for the generation of the inclined 
structures. DLIP creates a periodic intensity pattern by split-
ting a linear polarized laser beam into two sub-beams and 
interfering them onto the sample’s surface. Constructive 
interference leads to maxima and minima are formed by 
destructive interference. The pattern's periodicity is calcu-
lated following Λ = (λ/2) ∙ sin(θ). Where Λ is the structural 
periodicity, λ is the laser wavelength and θ the half-angle 
between the interfering beams. The principle is illustrated 
schematically in Fig.  3. The literature provides a more 
detailed description of the process [20–22].

This study uses an RDX 500 Nano picolaser system (Pul-
sar Photonics, Germany), which combines an optical head 
from the Fraunhofer IWS with an Edgewave InnoSlab PX 

Fig. 2  Sn-coated plates in cross 
section, shown as received (a) 
and aged (b). There are indica-
tions of the various constituent 
phases. Both cross sections 
have a Pt layer placed on top to 
shield the original surface

Table 1  Resistivities of the pure 
metals and the IMPs

Material Resistivity 
/ 10−8Ω ⋅ m

Cu 1.68 [18]
Sn 11.5 [18]
Cu3Sn 8.80 [19]
Cu6Sn5 1.75 [19]
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laser with a pulse length of 12 ps and 532 nm wavelength. 
Here, a line-like pattern is produced via two-beam laser 
interference. The optical head has all the optics required to 
divide the main laser beam and vary the angle at which the 
split beams are focused. Samples having symmetrical line-
like structures (α = 0°) with periodicities of 5 µm, 7.5 µm, 
and 10 µm were produced. To generate asymmetry, the sam-
ple is tilted by a defined angle α, as schematically shown 
in Fig. 3. Asymmetrical saw-tooth shaped structures with 
the aforementioned periodicities and different tilt angels 
(α = 15°, 30°, 45°) were created. In addition to the patterned 
samples unmodified references were studied. In total, 26 dif-
ferent sample types were examined. Prior to further analysis, 

all samples were cleansed once again in isopropyl alcohol in 
an ultrasonic bath for 10 min.

2.3  Surface Characterization

The structures created by DLIP and the reference sam-
ples were analyzed using confocal laser scanning micros-
copy (CLSM, Olympus OLS 4100) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM, FEI Helios NanoLab600) in combina-
tion with focused ion beam microscopy (FIB). CLSM data 
was collected using a 405 nm laser and a 50 × objective 
(N.A. = 0.95) with a resolution of 10 nm in the Z direc-
tion and 120 nm in the X–Y directions. A profile line was 
exported from each measurement, which are shown in 
extracts in Fig. 4. Additionally, roughness parameters are 
given in Table S1 and S2. The sides of the topographical 
maxima have a distinct inclination that distinguishes them 
from typical DLIP-obtained structures (0°). There are no 
discernible variations between the as-received and aged 
materials from a strictly topographical standpoint. This can 
also be seen in the roughness parameters.

The SEM pictures were acquired with a secondary elec-
tron detector with 5 and 10 keV.

2.4  Tribo‑Electrical Characterization

A custom-built multipurpose test device, as outlined in 
reference [23], was used to imitate insertion and removal 
movements. The test device consists of a two-axis transla-
tional stage and a force sensor. The sample is mounted on 
the force sensor and the counter-body is brought into contact 

Fig. 3  Principle of DLIP and setup for inclined surface structures pre-
sented schematically

Fig. 4  Profile lines from confocal laser scanning images of all structured samples
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and moved over the sample via the linear stages. For the pur-
pose of tribo-electrical characterization, spherical pure Cu 
rivets (head diameter: 5.4 mm, curvature radius: 3 mm) were 
selected as the counter-bodies. These round rivets, with a 
root mean square roughness (Sq) of 0.595 µm, were utilized 
in their as-received state, except for a 10-min cleaning in an 
ultrasonic bath with isopropanol to remove any superficial 
contaminant films. Functioning as the cathode, the rivets 
were brought into contact with the sample, which served as 
the anode. Additionally, an unstructured reference sample 
was also tested for benchmarking.

In the course of a measurement cycle, the sample was 
subjected to contact with a rivet, resulting in a surface 
scratch spanning a distance of 3 mm. The scratch was pro-
duced by the rivet moving at a velocity of 15 mm/s, aiming 
to replicate an insertion scenario. Throughout this process, a 
constant normal load of 1 N was applied. To assess the elec-
trical contact resistance (ECR) under dry circuit conditions 
 (IDC = 100 mA), five measurements were conducted using 
the four-wire method with a current source (2400 SMU) and 
a nanovoltmeter (2182A) by Keithley. The results of these 
measurements were averaged for each cycle. Subsequently, 
the rivet was moved in the opposite direction to simulate 
the removal process. The coefficient of friction (COF) was 
continuously monitored during each motion. 20 cycles were 
tested per sample following the standard quality assurance 
test used in the automotive industry [6, 24].

3  Results and Discussion

3.1  Wear Track Morphological Characterization

Analogous to the characterization of the structures prior 
to the measurements, the reversal points of the tested wear 
tracks were analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy. 
Light microscopy images were acquired from each measure-
ment, which are shown in Fig. 5. According to the technical 
guide TLF 0214 by the German Electrical and Electronic 
Manufacturers' Association a light microscopic inspection 
provides valuable information as a final examination after 
conducting tribo-electrical tests [25]. For the as-received 
material, depicted in Fig. 5a, no structures could have been 
identified after 20 measurement cycles. However, the base 
material is not yet exposed on the surface. This can be con-
cluded from the fact that no copper-colored material can be 
identified. All tracks present significant material pile ups 
at the reversal point, evidencing severe plastic deformation 
(ploughing) of the structures (Figures S1 and S2). Further-
more, from the profiles shown in the supplementary info, 
there are indications that the structures might have been 
filled with plastically displaced material, since the height 

level of the interior of the track is—in several cases—above 
the level of the original structures.

In Fig. 5b, the measurement tracks on aged material are 
depicted. Here, the initial topographies can be identified 
in some cases (e.g., 7.5 µm with 30° and 45° inclination), 
although the damage is widespread. Due to an initial smaller 
amount of residual Sn, the IMPs have a larger significance in 
the structures’ mechanical behavior. This can also be identi-
fied by the reddish coloring of the surfaces. The IMPs are 
approximately 30 × harder than pure Sn (i.e., Sn: 0.22 GPa, 
 Cu6Sn5: 6.38 GPa,  Cu3Sn: 6.12 GPa) [7], which results in 
more mechanically stable structures. The copper-colored 
pile-ups, particularly noticeable on 10 µm/0° for example, 
might originate from the copper rivets used as counter-bod-
ies due to material transfer, since the hardness of the Cu 
rivet is 1.38 GPa. This poses a challenge to the interpreta-
tion, since it is not trivial to assess the origin of the material 
in the pile ups by traditional methods (e.g., EDS). With a 
certain degree of certainty, it can be stated that the base 
material has not been exposed on the surface here, as in the 
as-received state.

3.2  Friction Characteristics of the As‑received 
and Aged Materials

To evaluate the effect of asymmetric structuring in a more 
straightforward way, a ratio relating the COF value of 
the structured surface and the flat reference is calculated, 
namely the evaluation parameter Ψ =  COFstructured/COFrefer-

ence. Since in both cases the applied normal load is the same, 
this ratio also represents the ratio of the insertion forces 
in both cases, the structured and benchmark surfaces. The 
objective is to improve the characteristics of the tribological 
systems by reducing the insertion force and increasing the 
removal force, hence adjusting the system’s performance 
to the requirements mentioned in the introduction of this 
contribution. Specifically, Ψinsertion should be lower than 1, 
and Ψremoval should have a value larger than 1. From here 
onwards, only cycles number 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 of each 
measurement are shown in the figures for better clarity, 
along with their corresponding standard deviation.

Figure 6a presents the insertion (Ψinsertion) friction results 
for the as-received state. A clear trend is visible for all perio-
dicities, where the value predominantly starts above 1 with 
two exceptions (5 µm/0° and 10 µm/15°) scattered over a 
relatively large range (high initial friction), rapidly declining 
during the first cycles and converging to values marginally 
below the threshold after 20 cycles. This convergence is a 
consequence of the flattening of the surface features, homog-
enizing the contact area for all configurations. This is espe-
cially marked in the as-received state, since soft Sn com-
prises the majority of the contact interface. Notably, after 20 
cycles the COF for insertion is in all cases lower than that 
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of the reference for the structured samples, which was the 
intended aim. In general, the real contact area increases with 
increasing number of cycles due to plastic deformation. The 
patterns retard this increase leading to smaller contact areas 
and smaller insertion forces for the structured samples than 
for the reference after the same number of cycles.

For Ψremoval, displayed in Fig. 6b, a   similar trend is 
visible: the value mostly starts above or at 1 with a few 
exceptions, including the ones mentioned before (5 µm/0°, 
5 µm/15° and 10 µm/15°), has a minimum lower than 1 
around cycle 10 and increases again, being greater than 1 
after 20 cycles in all cases. Thus, the COF for removal is 

in all cases greater for the structured samples than for the 
reference. Considering this and Ψinsertion being lower than 
1, the asymmetric structures seem to facilitate the desired 
friction anisotropy on the as-received material compared 
to the reference. Even the symmetric structures without 
inclination show a lower COF than the reference during 
insertion and a higher one during removal. Given that the 
as-received material has significant amount of residual Sn, 
the dominant wear mechanism is expected to be plastic 
deformation of the structures, leading to an asymmetric 
shape after insertion, impeding the removal.

Fig. 5  Light microscopy images 
of the reversal point of the wear 
tracks of all structured samples 
and a reference. The scale bar 
represents 100 µm
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In Fig. 7a, the ratio Ψinsertion for the aged material is 
shown. No clear trend can be seen, but apart from the val-
ues for the structures with 5 µm periodicity and 30° incli-
nation, most are greater than 1 during the whole measure-
ment, meaning the COF of the structured samples is higher 

than for the reference. The largest difference between 
reference and structure after 20 cycles was measured for 
10 µm periodicity and 15° inclination. In contrast to the 
as-received material, the performance of the samples with 

Fig. 6  a Ψinsertion for the measurements on as-received material with structured surface. b Ψremoval for the measurements on as-received material 
with structured surface

Fig. 7  a Ψinsertion for the measurements on aged material with structured surface. b Ψremoval for the measurements on aged material with struc-
tured surface
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15° inclination are in the lower range and the 5 µm/30° 
structure is the only one showing the desired effect.

Similar observations can be made for Ψremoval, displayed 
in Fig. 7b. However, a value above 1 is envisaged and most 
structures fulfil this, having a higher COF during removal 
than the reference. Exceptions are the structures with 5 µm 
periodicity and 0° and 30° inclination, 7.5 µm and 30° incli-
nation and 10 µm and 45° inclination, where Ψremoval < 1, 
at least after 20 cycles. Only 15° inclination shows ratios 
above 1 for all periodicities. As described for the as-received 
material, an inclination of 15° generates steeper structures 
with higher anisotropy which leads to stronger mechanical 
interlocking during insertion. Although the counter-body is 
not structured the asperities of the Cu ball would interact 
with the structured plate by interlocking, considering that 
the roughness is in the range of the structural depth of the 
laser structures. In comparison to the reference, this leads to 
a higher COF during removal.

3.3  Friction Asymmetry Analysis

As proposed in [4], a friction asymmetry coefficient 
ζ =  COFremoval/COFinsertion is defined and calculated. For ζ, 
the goal is to achieve a value above 1. This depicts higher 
forces during removal than during insertion, as described 
by Ma et al. [1].

In Fig. 8a, the ζ values for the as-received material 
are shown. The reference shows a clear decrease from a 
ζ value of approximately 1.5 to less than 0.8, being the 

lowest value after 20 cycles. The 15° inclination is the 
only one with ζ > 1 after 20 cycles for all periodicities. 
For lower cycle numbers, most of these structures have ζ 
ratios above 1 as well, while the others tend to be smaller. 
So, only certain structures show an absolute anisotropy 
after 20 cycles, namely 5 µm with 30° and 45° inclina-
tion, 7.5 µm without inclination and all periodicities with 
15° inclination, the latter already shown in [4] for single-
cycle measurements. As described there, an inclination 
of 15° generates steeper structures, whereas larger angles 
generate more moderate flank inclinations which lead to a 
higher anisotropy for smaller inclination angles. A higher 
anisotropy of the structures leads to a higher anisotropy 
in friction, as shown by Tramsen et al. [3], where friction 
anisotropy is linked to mechanical interlocking of asperi-
ties of asymmetric sawtooth-like structures.

In Fig. 8b, the ratios for the aged material are presented. 
Here as well, no clear trend is visible. After 20 cycles, for 
the reference and all periodicities without inclination ζ ≥ 1 
is valid. Some other samples reveal this behavior as well, 
namely the samples with 5 µm periodicity and 30° inclina-
tion, 7.5 µm periodicity and 15° and 45° inclination and with 
10 µm periodicity and 30° and 45° inclination. It can be seen 
that the 5 µm/30° structure shows the requested anisotropy, 
although the COF for removal is lower than for the refer-
ence (Ψremoval < 1). In the aged state, there is a lower amount 
of residual Sn on the surface. Therefore, the considerably 
stiffer intermetallic phase  Cu6Sn5 is exposed in some areas. 
The fluctuations in ζ ratios, and in Ψ values as well, can be 

Fig. 8  a ζ for the measurements on as-received material with structured surface. b ζ for the measurements on aged material with structured sur-
face
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caused by these variations in material on the surface in the 
contact area.

The results of the complete tribological evaluation are 
schematically summarized in Table 2 for a better overview 
of the performances. Concerning the reduction of insertion 
and increase of removal forces relative to the reference, it 
was found that all structures on as-received material behave 
as intended. On the other hand, no structure on aged material 
shows both, with the 5 µm/30° structure being the only one 
with a reduction in insertion forces. Absolute anisotropy, 

meaning higher removal than insertion forces, is displayed 
by several structures, but only for 5 µm/30°, 7.5 µm /0°, 
7.5 µm /15° for both materials. This summary highlights 
the feasibility of using this approach for the intended 
application.

3.4  Electrical Contact Resistance After Insertion

The presented data reflects the contact resistance in the 
inserted state (load still applied). In Fig. 9, the horizontal 

Table 2  Summary of the 
results of the tribological 
characterization for both 
material types

The ratios after 20 cycles are considered

as-received aged

Ψ
insertion

< 1 Ψ
removal

> 1 �> 1 Ψ
insertion

< 1 Ψ
removal

> 1 �> 1

0 µm 0° ✔
5 µm 0° ✔ ✔ ✔

15° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
30° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
45° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

7.5 µm 0° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
15° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
30° ✔ ✔
45° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

10 µm 0° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
15° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
30° ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
45° ✔ ✔ ✔

Fig. 9  ECR development for the measurements on the as-received material (a) and the aged material (b) with structured surface 
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line marks the threshold of 20 mΩ as recommended in lit-
erature [6].

In Fig. 9a, the ECR values for the as-received material are 
shown. For the reference measurement, a clear drop of the 
ECR from initially over 100 mΩ to around 10 mΩ from the 
15th cycles onwards can be seen. It is worth remembering 
that in its simplest form, Holm defined ECR as the ratio of 
the specific electrical resistivity to the contact diameter [26]. 
Hence, the drop can be associated to an increase in the real 
contact area, the contacting against the IMPs—which have 
better conductivity, as stated in the Sect.  2.1—or a combi-
nation thereof. This becomes evident from the LSM optical 
evaluation (Fig. 5), where the Sn pile-up at the reversal point 
is significant, enhancing the real contact area and conse-
quently, reducing ECR. Most of the measurements on struc-
tured samples show a more constant behavior, with ECR 
values around 10 mΩ. Only the measurement on the sample 
with 10 µm periodicity and 15° inclination shows a peak 
around cycle number 5, which rises to just below 100 mΩ. 
For all measurements, the ECR is lower than 20 mΩ after 
20 cycles. In brief, the different structures do not affect the 
behavior after 20 cycles but the progression until 20 cycles, 
with the 7.5 µm periodicity performing best (almost all val-
ues are below 10 mΩ) for all inclinations.

The ECR values for the aged samples are presented in 
Fig. 9b. Here, the reference measurement remains fairly con-
stant at around 10 mΩ, slightly increasing towards the 20th 
cycle. In comparison to the as-received material, the val-
ues belonging to the structured samples are more scattered. 
These fluctuations might be caused by the variations in 
phase distribution throughout the surface in the contact area 
due to less residual Sn, as described before. Another possible 
explanation could be supported by differences in micror-
oughness in the contact area. After 20 cycles, all structures 
show an ECR below 20 mΩ, except the 5 µm periodicity 
without inclination and the 7.5 µm and 10 µm periodicities 
with 45° inclination, whereby the value belonging to the 
7.5 µm/45° sample is only slightly above the recommended 
limit. In general, all measurements taken from aged samples 
lay within the same range as those from the reference condi-
tion, indicating that the patterning had no significant impact 
on the electrical contact resistance.

4  Conclusions

In order to determine their suitability as connection systems 
with friction anisotropy, saw-tooth shaped line-like DLIP 
structures were made on tinned Cu platelets. After charac-
terization, they were tribo-electrically evaluated. Increased 
removal forces were sought after in order to stabilize con-
nector performance and additionally reduced insertion forces 
in order to facilitate mounting.

The chosen patterning routine is extremely accurate and 
repeatable, producing the intended topography, regardless 
of the materials' microstructure (residual tin or IMP on the 
surface). Additionally, this is simply accomplished without 
altering the technical roughness of the plate as received. In 
the connection simulation, the electrical contact resistance 
was ascertained at the turning point and the coefficient of 
friction was determined during the insertion and removal 
movement. The values taken by three comparison ratios 
demonstrate that the majority of the setups under study had 
the predicted asymmetric behavior. For as-received mate-
rial, 15° is the inclination where all periodicities show the 
desired behavior in all three parameters, so lower insertion 
and higher removal forces than the reference and lower 
insertion than removal forces for the sample itself. This can 
be explained by the fact that this inclination produces the 
steepest flanks [4], which are favorable to the intended inter-
locking mechanism. For the aged material no structure per-
forms well in all parameters, though several in at least two.

Concerning the electrical contact resistance after inser-
tion, the structures have little to no serious impact. It is par-
ticularly important to note that they do not deteriorate the 
electrical behavior. Most of the time, the ECR was below 
20 mΩ, an industrial threshold. In the case of the as-received 
material, the structures lead to a more constant progression 
over the 20 measurement cycles, but do not affect the value 
after the last insertion, being below 20 mΩ for all structures. 
In the aged state, there is a lower amount of residual tin on 
the surface. Therefore, in some areas the  Cu6Sn5 intermetal-
lic phase is exposed. These fluctuations in material in the 
contact zone led to a more scattered progression over the 
20 cycles, compared to the samples on as-received mate-
rial. The broader variation relative to the reference can be 
explained by the laser structure, partly removing the residual 
Sn, and enhancing the material fluctuations. After 20 cycles 
the ECR is below 20 mΩ for nearly all structures on aged 
material as well.

Altogether, it can be concluded that asymmetric struc-
tures may be easily created on hot-dip Sn-coated copper 
utilizing custom-tailored DLIP and adjusting the frictional 
asymmetry, without significantly affecting the electrical 
behavior. One analogy for this anisotropy is the ‘mechanical 
diode’ phenomenon. However, these results are not generic, 
as they are obtained through very unique testing settings. 
Future work will address a broader range of loads, connec-
tion speeds and counter-body geometries.
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